COLD AND HEAT TOLERANT HEXAPLOID COTTON
H. Muramoto, R. Sherman, C. Ledbetter, and J. Johannsen

One of the ways of extending the growing season for cotton is to plant early. With this in mind,
a cold tolerant cotton was developed.
This cotton was bred by crossing G. hirsutum X G. sturtianum and
doubling the chromosome number of the hybrid with colchicine as shown in the following diagram:
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The reason G. sturtianum, an Australian wild lintless species, was selected as one of the parents
is that it is reported in the literature to be one of the most cold tolerant of all Gossypium species.
Field observations made over the years show that a mild killing frost would not damage this cold
tolerant hexaploid cotton. After a frost has killed all commercial cultivars in the field, only the
rows of hexaploid cotton remain green. Selection in the population of cold tolerant lines has continued for over a decade and progressed to a point where fertility and yield have improved considerably.
Some highly productive plants have been selected, and seed increased for yield tests.
To hedge against the possibility of selecting for cold tolerance alone and no heat tolerance,
selections made in Tucson were planted in Yuma to select for heat tolerance. By alternating the site
for selection, we have selected plants that are both cold and heat tolerant.
Fiber properties as measured by length, strength, and fineness of our cold and heat tolerant plants
have improved with each selection cycle. Fiber strength in the hexaploid has always been good, and we
have plant selections that have extremely strong fibers. Fiber fineness, as measured by the micronaire,
is good with most selections in the range of 4.50 micronaire readings.
The difFiber length has been our major problem, and selection pressure is toward longer fibers.
ficulty seems to be because the diploid parent had no fibers and made no contribution toward fiber
The hexaploid before selection had fibers shorter than one inch. Gains have been made in the
length.
past few years, and plants with fiber length longer than one inch have been selected.

One unusual trait of the hexaploid is delayed gland development. The seed of the hexaploid is
glandless, with the glands developing after germination, and the plant having normal glands. To maintain this glandless seed trait, each plant selection is examined by cutting the seed to score them for
gland characteristics. This unusual gland characteristic was transferred from G. sturtianum.

MORPHOLOGY OF CADUCOUS BRACT HEXAPLOID COTTON
R. Sherman and H. Muramoto

Observation in the population of caducous bract hexaploid cotton plants showed that most progenies
varied in the time of bract drop and plant morphology. Bracts were observed to fall before anthesis to
some well past anthesis. Morphology of these progenies also varied from those which look like G. hirsutum to those resembling the wild lintless diploid species, G. armourianum.
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To study these phenomena, bract drop was categorized into five distinct types.

Those were as fol-

lows:

Type 1 - Bracts are persistent through boll maturity.

(G. hírsutum type)

Type 2 - Bract drop is variable.
Type 3 - Bracts are dropped during late boll maturity.
Type 4 - Bracts drop soon after anthesis.
Type 5 - Bracts are dropped before anthesis.

(G. armourianum type)

chromosomes pairing with the similar or homologous
Due to the possibility of G. armourianum D2
chromosomes carrying the caduchromosomes of G. hirsutum D chromosomes in mieosïs, the number of D
cous bract trait can vary from zero to four per cell. If the effect 2is additive, no caducous genes
chromosomes with the caducous trait (no D
(four D chromosomes) would produce a type 1 plant. Four D
2-1
chromosome
chromosomes) would produce a Type 5 plant. It is possible to have the whole range of D2
numbers producing plants with Type 1 through Type 5.
The hypothesis regarding the presence or absence of caducous bract carrying genes could also explain the difference in appearance of the plants. More D
21 chromosomes would give more traits of
G. armourianum, while the D chromosomes would produce G. Hirsutum -like plants. Further studies of the
progenies of these different bract drop and plant types will be made in 1481 to see if they segregate
in any identifiable ratios.

AN INVESTIGATION OF COTTON YIELD AND ENVIRONMENTAL STABILITY
THROUGH JOINT REGRESSION ANALYSIS
Vernon Shattuck and B. Brooks Taylor

An investigation into the dynamics of genotype - environmental interaction is of importance when
projecting the economic worth of cotton varieties. Joint regression analysis may be employed as an aid
in characterizing the stability of cultivars when comparing them over a series of environments. The sensitivity of a genotype may be determined by regressing the performance of a cultivar at various testing
sites against the pooled performances of other lines at each specific location. By using a sufficient
number of varieties at each site, the pooled mean yield is an assessment of that particular growing
Deviations of the regression slope from one (one denotes average environmental stability) reregime.
A regression slope of less than one infers a greater range in adapflects the magnitude of stability.
tation of the specific variety to the environment than a slope exceeding one. The ideal standard
variety should possess a regression slope of less than one. This insures the consistancy of that
standard over contrasting environmental conditions.
With each years yield data, 1979 and 1980, each cultivars stability for lint yield per acre was
compared employing regression analysis against the remaining entries at each test site. The entries
The testing areas of 1979 were situated in the
evaluated included DPL -70, ST -213, DPL -61 and ST -825.
Mohave Valley, Casa Grande, Coolidge, La Palma, Buckeye and Solomon. These same varieties were examined
independently the following year, 1980, in a similar experiment at varying locations within the state.
There was a consistantWe did find substantial diversity for lint yield between the testing sites.
ly high mean yield of entries at Casa Grande, compared to other locations during the two years.

A factorial analysis of variance of tests in 1979 failed to detect any variety - environment

inter-

action.

Only one variety, DPL -70, was characterized as having a regression slope significantly less than
This suggests that DPL -70 exhibited an enhanced buffering capacity to resist changes in lint
yield when grown under differing environmental conditions in 1979. In 1980, DPL -70 was estimated to
give an average cultivar stability response. The apparent shift towards greater environmental sensitivity may be due to varying yield responses in different seasons or to the testing technique. Consistant
The stability parameters
yield stability trends were recorded for ST -213 and ST -825 during each year.
generated in 1980 for all four lines implied they exhibited average sensitivity to changes in environment
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one.

